Magnetic nozzles enable simple thruster designs, low system masses, and can use a variety of propellants, making them well suited for small satellite applications [1]. Efficiency at low powers has typically been worse than existing systems such as gridded ion and Hall effect thrusters [2].

While previous studies have optimized these thrusters by modifying geometry and magnetic field topology, in this experiment we use custom input waveforms to improve performance. This enables rapid iteration through many test points. For this test, we aim to improve thrust efficiency using pulsed power waveforms. By pulsing the input power, we drive the plasma to electron temperatures and densities that are unattainable with CW waveforms.

We use a coaxial ECR thruster based on experiments at ONERA [2]. The input signal is a microwave signal generators controlled by a computer interface. Power is read by RMS power meters and a spectrum analyzer. Absolute thrust is measured using a custom-built thrust stand. The signal generator and amplifier limit our experiments to 50% duty cycle and pulse frequencies under 100 kHz.

Initial pulsed power results show worse thrust output than CW performance. This performance drop can partially be explained by more neutral gas leaking out of the thruster during off times. Future experiments will focus on optimizing pulse frequency and duty cycle.

Conclusions & Future Work

Initial pulsed power results show worse thrust output than CW performance. This performance drop can partially be explained by more neutral gas leaking out of the thruster during off times. Future experiments will focus on optimizing pulse frequency and duty cycle.
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